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Learn How Red Combines Harvest Crops with Casey & Friends! Combines introduces children to

the world of modern farm equipment showing how the most complex machines on the farm work to

harvest crops. This book is filled with colorful action photographs, fun illustrations and a cast of

cartoon equipment characters. Narrated by Casey the farmer and Tillus the worm, Combines

teaches readers how Cody and Kellie the combines of Happy Skies Farm harvest crops by

gathering, separating, and unloading grain and corn. Learn about the science of farming and

discover how their technology makes Cody and Kellie amazing! Recommended for ages 4-8.
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Hardcover: 32 pages
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Great for holiday gift giving! I really enjoyed these books. They all but breathe. They captured my

interest on page one with their lively layout, crips colors that snap to attention, adorable animated

characters that lead you in a timely pace and lots of fun facts! I became so involved in the

presentation, I forgot I was reading and felt like I was back at school and it was Film Day! --Story

Monsters Ink MagazineThe books are perfect for both boys and girls, ages 4 to 8 and parents and

grandparents will love them as well. --Capper's Farmer Magazine

Red Combines with Casey & Friends! Combines teaches children how Cody and Kellie, the



combines of Happy Skies Farm, harvest crops by gathering, separating, and unloading grain. Learn

the difference between a corn header and grain header, how crops are processed and what

happens to the grain at each stage.

My 2-year-old loves this book! It is in-depth enough to engage a much older child, though. Gives an

overview of the history of harvesting and the inner workings of combines. It is hard to find factual

children's books about farm machinery. This is one of the better ones out there! Can't wait for the

companion "Planters and Cultivators" to come out!

Very detailed book. Our 4 year old that wants to be a farmer loves it!! It does contain a lot more info

than most children's book do.

There are not many kids books about combines available, and my son is crazy about them. This

book has interesting text features and lots of info, as well as pictures. A great find!

My Grandson loves his books. These are a little hard to read as bedtime stories but he loves going

through them.

A book with a lot of information and wonderful pictures. My grandson loves to look at them.

Great series of books, with great detail to show kids what mom and dad do and how the machines

run! Excited to buy the rest!!!

Great book for preschoolers!
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